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Abstract
Background: Metalloproteins are proteins capable of binding one or more metal ions, which may
be required for their biological function, for regulation of their activities or for structural purposes.
Metal-binding properties remain difficult to predict as well as to investigate experimentally at the
whole-proteome level. Consequently, the current knowledge about metalloproteins is only partial.
Results: The present work reports on the development of a machine learning method for the
prediction of the zinc-binding state of pairs of nearby amino-acids, using predictors based on
support vector machines. The predictor was trained using chains containing zinc-binding sites and
non-metalloproteins in order to provide positive and negative examples. Results based on strong
non-redundancy tests prove that (1) zinc-binding residues can be predicted and (2) modelling the
correlation between the binding state of nearby residues significantly improves performance. The
trained predictor was then applied to the human proteome. The present results were in good
agreement with the outcomes of previous, highly manually curated, efforts for the identification of
human zinc-binding proteins. Some unprecedented zinc-binding sites could be identified, and were
further validated through structural modelling. The software implementing the predictor is freely
available at: http://zincfinder.dsi.unifi.it
Conclusion: The proposed approach constitutes a highly automated tool for the identification of
metalloproteins, which provides results of comparable quality with respect to highly manually
refined predictions. The ability to model correlations between pairwise residues allows it to obtain
a significant improvement over standard 1D based approaches. In addition, the method permits the
identification of unprecedented metal sites, providing important hints for the work of
experimentalists.
Background
Knowledge about the capability to bind metal ions is
important when investigating the function of an experi-
mentally uncharacterized protein. Unfortunately, the
identification of bound metal ions can be quite difficult
experimentally, especially when attempted at the whole
proteome scale. Some results in this direction (metallo-
proteomics) have been recently reported [1-3], but these
techniques are still far from becoming available for rou-
tine application. Furthermore, experimental approaches
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metal cofactor in vivo, removal of the metal ion(s) during
protein purification procedures, binding of metals at
adventitious sites [4]. Within this frame, bioinformatics
tools are thus important to guide in the design and in the
interpretation of experiments. The prediction of metal
binding capabilities is a challenging task for which the
development of reliable tools is still in progress [5].
In this paper, we investigate the use of machine learning
approaches to automatically annotate metal-binding pro-
teins on the whole-proteome scale. In particular, we focus
on an important class of structural and functional sites
involving the binding of zinc ions. Zinc is essential for Life
and is the second most abundant transition metal ion in
living organisms after iron. In contrast to other transition
metal ions, such as copper and iron, zinc(II) does not
undergo redox reactions thanks to its filled d-shell. In
Nature, it has essentially two possible roles: catalytic or
structural [6,7]. In humans, zinc has a crucial importance
in the complex network of inter-molecular interactions
responsible for the proper regulation of protein expres-
sion. Indeed, a major role of zinc is in the stabilization of
the structure of a huge number of transcription factors
such as zinc fingers, which constitute a significant share of
the human proteome [8,9]. Only a subset of the natural
amino acids can coordinate zinc ions with their side
chains. In addition, the binding sites are locally con-
strained by the requirements on the side chain geometry
imposed by coordination chemistry. For these reasons,
several sites can be identified with high precision by min-
ing regular expression patterns along the protein sequence
while simultaneously inspecting amino acid conservation
near the (putative) site [10]. A potential problem with the
use of regular expression patterns is that they are usually
quite specific but may give a low coverage (many false
negatives). On the other hand, a support vector machine
(SVM) predictor based on multiple alignments outper-
forms a predictor based on PROSITE [11] patterns in dis-
criminating between cysteines bound to prosthetic groups
and cysteines involved in disulfide bridges [12].
The application of a similar approach to the prediction of
zinc-binding properties is not straightforward because
most supervised learning algorithms (including SVM)
build upon the assumption that examples are sampled
independently. Unfortunately, this assumption can be
violated when formulating prediction of metal binding
sites as a traditional 1D prediction problem. The autocor-
relation between the metal binding state is a consequence
of the fact that most binding sites contain at least two
coordinating residues with short sequence separation.
Autocorrelation problems have been recently identified in
the context of relational learning [13] and collective clas-
sification solutions have been proposed based on proba-
bilistic learners [14,15]. In a recent work [16] we tried to
address the autocorrelation problem in the context of
metal binding site prediction by developing a two stage
approach, where a bi-recurrent neural network refines res-
idue-level SVM predictions by jointly considering all SVM
outputs from residues in the same chain when computing
the refined prediction for each residue. While the
approach performs better then the local SVM predictor
alone, such improvement is still not statistically signifi-
cant. In this work we followed a different approach which
aims at exploiting the regularities of zinc-binding sites in
terms of sequence separation between ligands. The use of
information on the sequential distance between cysteines
was recently shown to improve performance in the task of
disulfide connectivity prediction [17]. Our solution is
based on a reformulation of the learning problem where
examples formed by pairs of sequentially close residues
are considered. Most of the zinc-binding sites contain at
least one of such pairs, which in the following will be
named semi-patterns. We developed a semi-pattern SVM
trained to predict the zinc-binding attitude of a full semi-
pattern. A traditional 1D SVM predictor was employed to
account for the isolated ligands, and the final prediction
for a given residue was computed by a gating network
combining the probability of belonging to a zinc-binding
semi-pattern and that of being an isolated ligand. In the
following we will refer to the learning architecture as SP-
SVM in order to stress the importance of the semi-pattern
prediction as well as the role of the SVM components.
The method was tested on a representative non-redundant
set of zinc-binding protein chains in order to assess its
generalization power on new chains. Two evaluation pro-
cedures were employed, a full leave-one-out procedure on
a subset with pairwise HSSP-value up to five, and a k-fold
cross validation procedure guaranteeing that no test chain
was remotely homologous with respect to any chain in the
training set (see details in Results). This second test is a
stronger requirement with respect to other common
approaches to remove redundancy. A significant improve-
ment over the traditional 1D prediction approach was
observed. We additionally used the trained predictor to
analyze the entire human proteome and observed a good
agreement with previous, manually curated, annotations.
Results and discussion
PDB data preparation
A data set of high-quality annotated chains was extracted
from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [23] by selecting all the
structures deposited in the PDB at June 2005 and contain-
ing at least one zinc ion in the coordinate file. Structures
binding zinc spuriously because of experimental settings
(e.g. high zinc concentration in the crystallization buffer)
were removed. Homologs were removed, by retaining
only one representative chain. This procedure resulted inPage 2 of 13
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zinc ion(s) were detected using a threshold of 3 Å for the
distance between the metal and the protein donor atoms.
In order to provide negative examples of non metal-bind-
ing proteins, an additional set was generated by perform-
ing a single run of UniqueProt [18] with zero HSSP-value
on PDB entries that are not metalloproteins. We thus
obtained a second data set of 2,369 chains. Zinc-binding
chains whose structure had been solved in the apo (i.e.
without metal) form were removed from the ensemble of
non-metalloproteins. We computed multiple alignment
profiles for all chains using PSI-Blast [24] on the non-
redundant (nr) NCBI protein database. In order to reduce
noise in the training data we ignored residues whose pro-
file had a relative weight less than 0.015, indicating that
too few sequences had aligned at that position. This also
allowed to discard poly-histidine tags which are attached
at either the N- or C-terminus of some chains in the PDB,
as a result of protein engineering aimed at making protein
purification easier.
Analysis of zinc-binding sites
The choice of predicting zinc-binding sites by modelling
semi-patterns was motivated by an extensive analysis of
the characteristics of the sites, which we briefly report in
this section.
Zinc-binding sites of zinc metalloenzymes are tradition-
ally divided into two main groups [6]: catalytic (if the ions
bind a molecule directly involved in a reaction) and struc-
tural (stabilizing the folding of the protein but not
involved in any reaction). In addition, zinc may influence
quaternary structure; we consider these cases as belonging
to a third site type (interface), which also lacks a catalytic
role. Site types can be heuristically correlated to the
number of coordinating residues in the same chain. The
distribution of site types obtained in this way is reported
in Table 1.
Table 2 reports the observed binding frequencies grouped
by amino acid type and site type. As expected, cysteine,
histidine, aspartic acid and glutamic acid are the only res-
idues that bind zinc with a high enough frequency. It is
interesting to note that such residues show different bind-
ing attitudes with respect to the site type. While cysteines
are mainly involved in structural sites and histidines par-
ticipate to both Zn4 and Zn3 sites with similar frequency,
aspartic and glutamic acids are much more common in
catalytic sites. The fact that multiple residues coordinate a
single zinc ion implies that there is a strong correlation
between the bonding state of residues within a given pro-
tein chain. Such correlation is often tied to the sequence
separation between residues, as many binding sites con-
tain pairs or sequentially close residues. We empirically
measured the zinc-bonding state correlation between the
residues in our chains. In Figure 1(a) the prior probability
of zinc-binding for a residue is compared to the same
probability conditioned on the presence of another zinc-
binding residue within a certain separation, for different
values of the separation threshold. Figure 1(b) reports the
correlation coefficient between the bonding state of pairs
of residues, again varying the separation threshold
between them. Both curves show a very similar behavior,
with the highest peak for a distance of less then three res-
idues, and a small one for a distance of around twenty res-
idues. It can be noted that correlation tends to a non zero
residual asymptotic value as distance grows, quantifying
the contribution due to the fact of belonging to the same
chain.
Patterns of binding sites
Metal binding sites can be described by patterns character-
ized by the type of residues coordinating the same ion and
their sequence separation. Table 3 reports the most com-
monly occurring zinc-binding patterns together with their
number of occurrences within our data set. Note that
more than one pattern can match at a given site. Many of
Table 1: Distribution of zinc site types
# Coordinating Residues # sites # chains
1 (Zn1) 37 20
2 (interface – Zn2) 65 53
3 (catalytic – Zn3) 123 106
4 (structural – Zn4) 239 175
Any 464 305
Site types {1,2} {1,3} {1,4} {2,3} {2,4} {3,4} {1,2,3} {1,2,4} {1,3,4} {2,3,4} {1,2,3,4}
# chains 14 9 3 21 4 8 7 1 0 2 0
Top: Distribution of site types (according to the number of coordinating residues in the same chain) in the 305 zinc-chain data set. The second 
column is the number of sites for each site type; the third column is the number of chains having at least one site of the type specified in the row. 
Bottom: Number of chains containing multiple site types. The second row gives the number of chains that contain at least one site for each of the 
types specified in the first row.Page 3 of 13
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Table 2: Amino acid statistics on zinc sites
Site type Zn4 Zn3 Zn2 Zn1 All
Amino acid Na fa fs Na fa fs Na fa fs Na fa fs Na
C 663 69.3 91.8 45 12.2 6.2 10 7.7 1.4 4 10.8 0.6 722
H 220 23.0 45.7 194 52.6 40.3 59 45.4 12.3 8 21.6 1.7 481
D 48 5.0 27.6 83 22.5 47.7 30 23.1 17.2 13 35.1 7.5 174
E 18 1.9 17.5 46 12.5 44.7 28 21.5 27.2 11 29.7 10.7 103
N 5 0.5 83.3 0 0.0 0.0 1 0.8 16.7 0 0.0 0.0 6
Q 2 0.2 33.3 1 0.3 16.7 2 1.5 33.3 1 2.7 16.7 6
Total 956 100 - 369 100 - 130 100 - 37 100 - 1492
Statistics over the 305 zinc chains (464 binding sites) divided by amino acid and site type. Na is the amino acid occurrence number in corresponding 
site type; fa is the observed percentage of each amino acid in a given site type; fs is the observed percentage of each site type for a given amino acid. 
All is the total number of times a given amino acid binds zinc in general.
Correlation between zinc-binding residuesFigure 1
Correlation between zinc-binding residues. (a) Probabilities of zinc binding for a given residue: prior and conditioned on 
the presence of another zinc binding residue within a certain separation, (b) Correlation between the targets of pairs of resi-
dues within a given distance.
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coordinating residues whose sequence separation is
within seven residues. Such pairs are identified by an S
(standing for "short") in the Type column of Table 3, as
opposed to L (standing for "long") which identifies pairs
of residues with a sequence separation of at least eight res-
idues. In the following, a pattern formed by a single pair
of nearby coordinating residues is called a semi-pattern.
Most structural sites consist of two semi-patterns whose
distance ranges between 8 and 29 (the SLS Type in Table
3). Catalytic sites typically contain a semi-pattern and a
single residue (SL or LS Type). Finally, interface sites are
observed as a single semi-pattern in each chain. Figure 2
shows the fraction of sites (a) and zinc chains (b) contain-
ing at least once the semi-pattern [CHDE] x(0–7)
[CHDE]. These observations suggest a partial solution to
the relational auto-correlation problem based on binary
classification of semi-patterns to predict binding sites.
Evaluation of SVM-based predictors
A traditional 1D SVM predictor was compared to the full
SP-SVM architecture, in order to assess the significance of
the proposed approach. While aspartic and glutamic acids
coordinate zinc ions less frequently than cysteines and
histidines (see Table 2), they are far more abundant in
protein chains. This yielded an extremely unbalanced data
set, and forced us to initially focus on cysteine and histi-
dine residues only (we will refer to such predictor as SPCH-
SVM). Moreover, we labelled a [CH] x(0–7) [CH] semi-
pattern as positive if both candidate residues bound a zinc
ion, even if they were not actually binding the same ion.
Preliminary experiments showed this to be a better choice
than considering such a case as a negative example, allow-
ing to recover a few positive examples, especially for semi-
Table 3: Zinc binding site patterns
Binding Site Patterns N Type
[CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] 232
[CH] x(·) [CH] x(·) [CH] x(·) [CH] 196
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] 161
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] 141 SLS
[CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] 122
[C] x(·) [C] x(·) [C] x(·) [C] 85
[CHDE] x(·) [CHDE] 62
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] 55 SL
[CH] x(·) [CH] x(·) [CH] 37
[CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] 24 LS
[CH] x(·) [CH] 21
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] 17 SLL
[CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] 16 LSS
[DE] x(·) [DE] 15
[DE] x(·) [DE] x(·) [DE] 10
[CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] 10 LLS
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] x(> 7) [CHDE] 8 SSL
[DE] x(·) [DE] x(·) [DE] x(·) [DE] 1
Binding site patterns ordered by number of matches, N, in the 464 
sites. Note that more than one pattern can match at a given site, thus 
the total number of matches is greater than the total number of sites. 
Square brackets denote alternative binding residues, x(·) denotes a 
sequence of residues of an arbitrary length, x(n - m) denotes a 
sequence of between n and m residues, x(> n) denotes a sequence of 
more than n residues. The type column highlights some common 
binding site patterns: S stands for "short" and refers to x(0–7), L 
stands for "long" and refers to x(> 7).
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] coverageFigure 2
[CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] coverage. Site (a) and chain (b) coverage for the [CHDE] x(0–7) [CHDE] semi-pattern, both 
overall and divided by site type.
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performed by a stratified 4-fold cross validation procedure
on the full data set, aimed at tuning Gaussian kernel
width, C regularization parameter, window size and
parameters of the sigmoids of the gating network. Due to
the strong unbalance of the data set, accuracy is not a reli-
able measure of performance. We used the area under the
recall-precision curve (AURPC) for both model selection
and final evaluation, as it is especially suitable for
extremely unbalanced data sets. We also computed the
area under the ROC curve (AUC) to further assess the sig-
nificance of the results.
Generalization performances of the best models for the
local predictor and the gating network were assessed with
two different procedures. First, we evaluated generaliza-
tion over non-homologous chains. We repeatedly run
UniqueProt [18] with HSSP-value equal to five starting
from the full data set and stopping when then program
found only clusters of singletons, thus assuring that no
two chains had an HSSP-value greater than the threshold.
We then run a full leave-one-out (LOO) procedure on the
resulting data set, which consisted of 230 zinc-binding
chains and 1,949 negative ones. Second, we evaluated
generalization over chains which had no remote homo-
logue in the training set. To this aim, we employed a strat-
ified five fold cross validation (CV) procedure on the full
data set. Few (38) non-metalloprotein chains were
removed in this procedure as they lacked the information
about SCOP [19] classification, which prevented us from
assigning them to the correct CV fold. In fact, we distrib-
uted protein chains over the CV folds by ensuring that two
chains having a zinc-binding domain belonging to the
same SCOP [19] superfamily always appeared in the same
CV fold, and two free chains (which were employed as
negative examples) having a domain in the same SCOP
superfamily also appeared in the same CV fold. In this
way, we measure generalization across different super-
families, a setting in which not even remote homology
modelling techniques could be successfully applied for
prediction. Note that by k-fold cross-validation we mean
splitting the data in k subsets (commonly called folds)
and using one of them in turn for testing. The term "fold"
in SCOP has a totally different meaning.
In the LOO procedure, the local predictor and the gating
network obtained an AURPC equal to 0.590 and 0.633
respectively. Figure 3 reports full recall-precision curves,
showing that the gating network consistently outperforms
the local predictor. While cysteines are far better predicted
than histidines, both predictions are improved by the use
of the gating network. AUC values were 0.895 ± 0.007 and
0.914 ± 0.006 for local predictor and gating network
respectively, where the confidence intervals are the stand-
ard error of the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney statistic, con-
firming that the gating network attains a significant
improvement over the local predictor.
The CV procedure gave similar results. The local predictor
and the gating network obtained an AURPC equal to
0.428 and 0.500 respectively, and full recall-precision
curves are shown in Figure 4. Both methods are able to
generalize over non remotely-homologue chains, and the
performance of the gating network is still significantly
higher than that of the local predictor, as confirmed by
AUC values of 0.890 ± 0.006 and 0.867 ± 0.007 respec-
tively.
Protein-level predictions were computed by requiring that
at least three residues within the chain were predicted to
bind zinc with a given probability, as computed by the
gating network (Eq. (2)). By varying such probability we
obtained a recall-precision curve at the chain level. Figures
5(a) and 6(a) report the curves obtained by using the best
LOO: local vs gated predictor at a residue levelFigure 3
LOO: local vs gated predictor at a residue level. LOO procedure: residue level recall-precision curves for the best local 
CH-SVM and gated SPCH-SVM predictors, (a) cysteines and histidines together, (b) cysteines only, (c) histidines only.
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tively, while Figures 5(b) and 6(b) show the results sepa-
rately for chains containing different binding site types. As
expected, Zn4 sites were the easiest to predict, being the
ones showing the strongest regularities and most com-
monly containing the [CH] x(0–7) [CH] semi-pattern.
Finally, we investigated the viability of training a predictor
for all the four amino acids involved in zinc binding (it
will be referred to as SPCHDE-SVM), trying to overcome the
disproportion issue. On the rationale that binding resi-
dues should be well conserved because of their important
functional role, we put a threshold on the residue conser-
vation (Pr(X)) in the multiple alignment profile in order
to consider it as a candidate target. By requiring that Pr(D)
+ Pr(E) ≥ 0.8, we more than halved the unbalance in the
data set for the local predictor. At the level of semi-pat-
terns, we realized that such a threshold produced a rea-
sonable unbalance only for gap lengths between one and
three, and thus decided to ignore semi-patterns contain-
ing aspartic or glutamic acid with gaps of different lengths.
While global performances were almost unchanged,
aspartic acid and glutamic acid alone obtained a value of
the AUC of 0.74 ± 0.03 and 0.70 ± 0.06 respectively in the
LOO procedure and 0.73 ± 0.03 and 0.65 ± 0.05 in the CV
procedure (with respect to the 0.5 baseline), showing that
performances are significantly better than random. How-
ever, results on these two residues are still preliminary and
further work is required to provide a prediction quality
comparable to that obtained for cysteines and histidines.
It is interesting to note that at the level of chain classifica-
tion, the only difference that can be noted by using
[CHDE] instead of [CH] is an improvement in the per-
formances for the Zn3 binding sites, as shown in Figures
5(c) and 6(c). This is perhaps not surprising given that
half of [DE] residues binding zinc are contained in Zn3
CV: local vs gated predictor at a residue levelFigure 4
CV: local vs gated predictor at a residue level. CV procedure: residue level recall-precision curves for the best local CH-
SVM and gated SPCH-SVM predictors, (a) cysteines and histidines together, (b) cysteines only, (c) histidines only.
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LOO: SPCH-SVM predictions at a protein levelFigure 5
LOO: SPCH-SVM predictions at a protein level. LOO procedure: protein level recall-precision curves for the best SPCH-
SVM. (a) all chains together, (b) chains divided by zinc site type, (c) chains with Zn3 sites, comparison with the best SPCHDE-
SVM.
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BMC Bioinformatics 2007, 8:39 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2105/8/39sites, as reported in Table 2. The list of protein chains
employed in the two experimental settings, together to the
splits of the 5-fold cross validation procedure and the
model parameters obtained in the tuning phase, are avail-
able in the additional file 1.
Predictions for the human proteome
A bioinformatic analysis of the content of the human pro-
teome in terms of zinc-binding proteins is already availa-
ble [9]. In that work, putative zinc-binding proteins were
identified based on the occurrence of known (from the
PDB) zinc-binding patterns together with some sequence
similarity around the pattern, following a previously pro-
posed methodology [10]. These results were integrated by
those independently obtained by i) text-mining the avail-
able annotations of human genes and ii) using Pfam pro-
tein domains described as having zinc-binding properties
to scan the proteome. These three search approaches
cumulatively allowed identification of zinc-binding pro-
teins in the entire PDB with a precision of 78% and a
recall of 89% [9]. This strategy is intrinsically limited in
that it can exploit thoroughly existing information but
cannot predict new binding sites. Nevertheless, when
applied to the human proteome, it identified ab. 3,200
human chains that are potentially zinc binding. Of these,
53% were identified independently by all three
approaches, and 76% were identified by at least two
methods [9]. These results required a significant degree of
manual care (e.g. in the selection of Pfam domains to be
searched) and contain a certain degree of subjectivity (e.g.
due to the fact that several gene annotations are relatively
speculative). The present approach, which is fully auto-
mated, has a performance on the PDB only slightly worse
than that of the manually curated methodology described
in [9], while providing the unique opportunity of predict-
ing unprecedented zinc-binding patterns and thus entirely
new classes of zinc-proteins, as discussed in detail below.
To meaningfully compare the presently developed SVM-
based approach and the above-described published work,
the SP-SVM was used to scan the same human proteome
version for putative zinc-binding chains. In the present
approach a chain is dubbed as zinc-binding if the predic-
tor assigns a probability of being zinc-binding greater
than 0.7 to at least three residues in the chain. By doing so,
we switch from per-residue prediction (SP-SVM output) to
a per-protein prediction. Indeed, the output most relevant
for the biologists is the prediction of zinc-binding capabil-
ities at the entire protein level.
The SPCH-SVM identified 2,833 putative human zinc-
binding chains, which constitute the predicted human
zinc-proteome. The results obtained employing the
SPCHDE-SVM are very similar to those of the SPCH-SVM,
possibly because the comparatively small number of
available examples of sites containing aspartic and
glutamic acids as ligands limits the training of the
machine.
Comparing the present results with those previously pub-
lished, we verified that 965 out of 3,207 putative zinc-
binding chains were not confirmed by the SPCH-SVM.
However, not all the 3,207 human proteins found in [9]
are equally likely to be true zinc-binding chains, and three
different qualitative levels of likelihood were identified
[9]. Figure 7 shows that the distribution of the chains
retrieved by the SPCH-SVM is in agreement with the results
of the previously published work. Only about 350 chains
were previously found by two or three independent
approaches but have not been retrieved by the SPCH-SVM.
These 350 protein chains mainly comprise (i) chains that
have a domain annotated as zinc-binding but lack any
metal-binding pattern; (ii) chains that have a pattern
composed by only 2 ligands; (iii) chains that contain at
least one domain annotated as zinc-binding but not yet
CV: SPCH-SVM predictions at a protein levelFigure 6
CV: SPCH-SVM predictions at a protein level. CV procedure: protein level recall-precision curves for the best SPCH-SVM. 
(a) all chains together, (b) chains divided by zinc site type, (c) chains with Zn3 sites, comparison with the best SPCHDE-SVM.
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pattern can be associated to these chains). About 100
chains have not been confirmed by the SPCH-SVM for no
obvious reason, corresponding to about 3% of the previ-
ously predicted human zinc-proteome.
About 600 proteins not detected in [9] are predicted to be
zinc-binding proteins by the SPCH-SVM. This group com-
prises some false positives like the tumor necrosis factor
receptors or keratin associated proteins which use the pre-
dicted zinc-binding cysteines to make disulphide bridges,
as well as some possible true positives previously undetec-
ted. As an example, a potential zinc-binding site was
found in a chain annotated as hypothetical and function-
ally uncharacterized ([RefSeq:NP_060357.1]). For this
chain it was possible to build a 3D-model on the basis of
the X-ray structure of the Plasmodium falciparum homo-
logue ([PDB:1ZSO] [20]). The alignment of these two
sequences shows that the Plasmodium falciparum protein
does not present any potential ligand corresponding to
the predicted binding cysteines (CX(2)CX(33)C), and in
fact the available structure does not contain any metal.
The theoretical structural model of the human protein
(Figure 8) shows that these three cysteines are close in
space. The metal-binding pattern probably involves
another cysteine which was predicted with a probability
(0.67) only slightly below the threshold. Homologues of
these proteins are only found in eukaryota. The metal-
binding pattern is conserved (additional file 2), except in
sequences from Alveolata (Plasmodium, Cryptosporid-
ium, Theileria). Another case worth mentioning is that of
about 50 human chains annotated as ubiquitin-specific
protease and predicted to bind zinc with a CX(2)CX(43–
50)CX(2)C pattern. All these proteins are involved in the
deubiquitination process and belong to the same family
(the UBP family), which contains highly divergent
sequences. Their catalytic domain has been structurally
characterized and appears similar to an extended right
hand, ready to receive the substrate [21]. 3D homology
models of these 50 chains confirm their potential capabil-
ity of binding zinc. As shown in Figure 9 the potential
zinc-binding pattern falls at the tip of the fingers of the
hand, a region that is directly involved in the interaction
with the substrate [21]. The zinc ion may thus stabilize the
structure in this peripheral part of the chain, indirectly
contributing to the interaction with ubiquitin. A structure
of bovine UBP41 released after preparation of this work
confirmed the prediction of above zinc-binding site
([PDB:2HD5] [22]). The zinc-binding site is next to the
region of interaction of this enzyme with ubiquitin.
Finally, it must be noted that in some cases the SVMs do
not predict all the ligands in the structure with a high
probability but can predict only a part of the pattern or
include erroneous residues in the pattern. An explicative
example is the binding-site prediction for the ADAM-TS
family. This family, which has not yet been structurally
characterized, comprises Zn-dependent endopeptidases
using the HX(3)HX(5)H motif to bind the catalytic zinc
ion. For all these chains the SVMs predicted the first two
histidines as ligands with a high probability (more than
0.7) while the third histidine is often predicted with very
low values (average value = 0.32). Chain-level compari-
sons between SPCH-SVM and results in [9] are available
in the additional file 3.
Conclusion
In the present work we have described a novel approach
based on SVMs to the prediction of zinc-binding capabil-
ities at the level of an entire proteome. The method has
been trained using the structures available in the PDB
where zinc was bound in a physiologically relevant man-
ner. This should maximize, but cannot guarantee, that the
properties predicted are relevant also in vivo and not just
in vitro. However, due to the complexity of the processes
controlling the insertion of metal cofactors in proteins
and, in particular, due to the fact that they are under
kinetic rather than thermodynamic control, it is not pos-
sible to exclude that a protein predicted here to be zinc-
binding will in vivo bind other metal ions (e.g. iron, cop-
per). With all these caveats in mind, the present approach
constitutes a highly automated tool for the identification
of metalloproteins, which provides results of comparable
quality with respect to highly manually refined predic-
tions. In addition, it permits the identification of unprec-
edented metal sites, providing important hints for the
work of experimentalists. The performance of the pro-
posed method was evaluated on strong non-redundancy
tests showing a significant improvement due to correla-
Predictions on the Human proteomeFigure 7
Predictions on the Human proteome. Identification of 
previously detected human zinc-binding chains by the SPCH-
SVM (dark gray: chains retrieved by the predictor, light gray: 
chains not retrieved by the predictor) as a function of the 
reliability of the previous results [9].
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rence in metal-binding sites of cysteine and histidine
residues, while there is room for improving the perform-
ance with respect to sites containing aspartic and glutamic
acid residues.
Methods
Prediction using SVM
Many applications of machine learning to 1D prediction
tasks use a simple vector representation obtained by form-
ing a window of flanking residues centered around the site
of interest. Evolutionary information is incorporated in
this representation by computing multiple alignment pro-
files [25]. In this approach, each example is represented as
a vector of size d = (2k + 1)p, where k is the size of the win-
dow and p the size of the position specific descriptor. In
this paper we developed a learning architecture which
expands such representation in order to address the rela-
tional auto-correlation problem described in the previous
paragraph. A local predictor based on SVM [26-28] uses the
standard window representation for classifying the zinc-
binding state of individual residues. Multiple alignment
profiles are enriched by two indicators of profile quality,
namely the entropy and the relative weight of gapless real
matches to pseudocounts. An additional flag is included
to mark positions ranging out of the sequence limits,
resulting in an all-zero profile. We thus obtain a position
specific descriptor of size p = 23. The correlation between
nearby residues is modeled by an SVM semi-pattern predic-
tor, trained to predict the bonding state of pairs of residues
close in sequence. A candidate semi-pattern is a pair of res-
idues separated by a gap of δ residues, with δ ranging from
zero to seven. The task is to predict whether the semi-pat-
tern is part of a zinc-binding site. Each example is repre-
sented by a window of local descriptors (based on
multiple alignment profiles) centered around the semi-
pattern, including the gap between the candidate residues.
An ad-hoc semi-pattern kernel (Ksp) measuring the similar-
ity between two semi-patterns was developed in the fol-
lowing way: given two vectors x and z, of size dx and dz,
representing semi-patterns with gap length δx and δz
respectively,
where  is the sub-vector of v that extends from i to j, and
w = (k + 1)p. The first two contributions compute the dot
products between the left and right windows around the
semi-patterns, included the two candidate residues,
whose sizes do not vary regardless of the gap lengths. Kgap
is the kernel between the gaps separating the candidate
residues, and is computed as:
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Structural model of [RefSeq:NP_060357.1]Figure 8
Structural model of [RefSeq:NP_060357.1]. Structural model of the hypothetical human protein [RefSeq:NP_060357.1]. 
The inset contains a close-up of the predicted zinc-binding site, with the side-chains of the putative ligands shown as yellow 
sticks. Numbers in the inset report the level of confidence estimated by the predictor. The value for Cys65 is slightly below the 
threshold adopted in this work (0.7).
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Kµgap computes the dot product between the average posi-
tion specific descriptors within each gap, and if the two
gaps have same length, the full dot product between the
descriptors in the gaps is added.
We employ a Gaussian kernel on top of both the linear
kernel of the local predictor and the semi-pattern kernel
(Eq. (1)). To get a better performance, we combine the
single output from the local predictor on a given residue
and the (possibly empty) set of outputs from the semi-
pattern based predictor by a gating network. In order to
combine two predictors, it is preferable to convert their
SVM functional margins into conditional probabilities
using the sigmoid function approach suggested in Platt
[29]:
P(Y = 1|x) = 1/(1 + exp (-Af(x)-B)) where f(x) is the SVM
output for example x and sigmoid slope (A) and offset (B)
are parameters to be learned from data. The probability
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Structural model of [RefSeq:XP_374396] UCH domainFigure 9
Structural model of [RefSeq:XP_374396] UCH domain. Structural model of the UCH domain of the human [Ref-
Seq:XP.374396] protein, a candidate member of the UBP family. The inset contains a close-up of the predicted zinc-binding 
site, with the side-chains of the putative ligands shown as green sticks. Numbers in the inset report the level of confidence esti-
mated by the predictor.
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computed by the following gating network:
P(Yb = 1|x) = P(Ys = 1|x) + (1 - P(Ys = 1|x))P(Yl = 1|x)  (2)
where P(Yl = 1|x) is the probability of zinc binding from
the local predictor, while P(Ys = 1|x) is the probability of x
being involved in a positive semi-pattern, approximated
as the maximum between the probabilities for each semi-
pattern x is actually involved in.
Validation through homology modelling
We attempted to model the 3D structure of all the human
chains retrieved by the present SPCH-SVM but not reported
in the literature or previously predicted to be zinc-bind-
ing. Appropriate templates were looked for in the PDB, by
searching for proteins of known structure having a
sequence identity greater than 30% to the target. Struc-
tural models were built using the program Modeller-6v2
[30]. The input alignment for Modeller was obtained with
ClustalW [31].
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